Tank Lighting

Total control.
Complete flexibility.
The ultimate light
distribution for tanks.

EVOLVE
Tank Lighting

Naturally better: Evolve is the integrated
over and underwater lighting solution
inspired by the sun.
Fish evolved under the sun. So we designed Evolve: the
ultimate light distribution system, complete with lighting
design and control options that suit you and your facility
perfectly.

Evolve: Sunshine control for
land based aquaculture
Fish need quality light to thrive. We understand
that aquaculturists need to stay ahead of their fish
development and adapt with complete confidence.

EPR
submersible
cable

Flexible
cable entry

Evolve brings you:

1. Superior light distribution
• Integrated, overhead and underwater LED lighting
technology
• Evolve Pod: the world’s only underwater light
designed for land based aquaculture
• Lighting design options that are optimised for your
tank and pool; choice of beam angles, power
options, integral or remote gear
• High efficiency, next-gen LED technology

2. Total lighting control
• Day length and intensity control for powerful
photoperiod manipulation
• Choice of seamless integration options with
your existing dimmers and protocols, or simple
standalone lighting controls at the tank

Zinc anode

Highest marine
grade alloy

Polished
smooth surface

Solid borosilicate
glass lens

Focused
downwelling light

3. Focus on fish health
• Downwelling light underwater mimics fish natural
environment in harmony with fish biology
• Exceptional uniformity eliminates bright spots and
reduces crowding and density issues
• Sunrise and sunset emulation
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Have a large tank?
No problem, our extra
powerful Evolve Pod lights
are available in
300W and 600W.

Evolve Pod:
Underwater sunlight
for your tank.

162mm

To achieve the best light distribution in
tanks you need the best underwater
tank lights. Welcome to Evolve Pod: the
world’s most efficient and fish-biology
optimised sunlight substitute for tanks.
• Downwelling 120° beam angle light creates a more
natural lighting environment for fish
• Integrating underwater lighting in your tank
improves light distribution, addresses reflection and
attenuation losses, and reduces fish shading
• Lighting design freedom: Below water Pod lights
work in tandem with your overhead LED
• Compact, high-powered tank light at up to 22,200
lumens
• Industry leading efficiency at up to 150 lm/W
• Impressive 55% more effective light than metal halide

Overhead LED: Overhead lighting
that makes sense
75mm

Evolve features a range of overhead LED fixtures with
the option to integrate Pod lights to extend lighting
underwater.

69mm

Already got a controller?
We’ve got you covered.
Reap the full benefits of Evolve with seamless
integration with your existing SCADA, DALI or other
dimmers.
• All lights available with either 1-100% dimming or
10-100% with dim to off.
• Wired or wireless remote control
• Integral or remote gear
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• High efficiency up to 152 lm/W
• Wide range of power options available from 50W
(7600 lumens) to 720W (106,000 lumens)
• 60°, 90° or 140° lenses
• 140° batwing lens offers exceptional uniformity
• Integral or remote gear
• IP68 with die-cast metal casing and a durable
powder coated finish

Sunbot: Autonomous Photoperiod
Control
Get in charge of your sunrise and sunset with Evolve
Sunbot: the simple, but powerful, set and forget
photoperiod controller.
• Day length control allows you to set your
photoperiod length
• Soft start sunrise and soft stop sunset on day
lengths less than 24 hours
• Light intensity control allows you to set maximum
brightness when lights are on

5 ways Evolve
will advance
your facility.
1. Superior light distribution

5. Save big on energy costs

Evolve gives you a better way to light your tanks. For
densely populated tanks and pools, intelligent lighting
options will improve distribution. Our downwelling
submersible Evolve Pod lights are the ideal underwater
partners to overheads. Use them together to counter
reflection and attenuation losses and bypass fish
shading. Cast your light smarter, deeper, and with more
control to reach more of your fish.

Evolve is designed to maximise your energy efficiency
and sustainability. From the high performing, efficient
LED overheads to the industry leading efficiency of our
submersible Pod, our solutions give you up to 55%
more effective light than metal halide and at twice the
efficiency. So cut costs and cast more light per watt.

2. Beautiful light uniformity
Evolve brings you the lighting technology options to
create your ideal uniformity. Eliminate bright spots that
harm your fish, use more of your tank, and give your
fish the quality of light they need to thrive.

3. Control at your fingertips.
Completely optimised.
Evolve is our simple answer to the complex diversity
within land based aquaculture setups. Enjoy seamless
integration with your existing control protocols, or
simply use as a standalone solution with our builtin light programming. Either way, be the brains of
the operation and perform nuanced photoperiod
manipulation tasks at will. Whether you need wired
or remote integration, or simple manual on-board
adjustment, harness the full potential of complete
lighting optimisation. Now you’re in control of the
seasons.

4. Optimal fish growth and health
Fish evolved under the sun, not beside it. So we
designed Evolve to mimic their natural lighting
environment with wide angle, high uniformity,
downwelling light. Older technologies such as metal
halide (HID) can sputter light and scare fish as they
warm up. However, we give you natural soft start
options that make the perfect sunrise and sunset.
That’s more natural, more effective light for your fish.
Improve your fish health, growth and survival rates with
Evolve.
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Switching fish ON –
and bright spots off
Young fish have evolved to rely on their unique
physiological response to light. In Salmon, the nonretinal photoreceptors – important in regulating
circadian rhythm and hormonal changes needed for
feeding and healthy growth – are located at the top
of its head. However, typical omnidirectional light
design projects the majority of its light to the sides.
This results in an extremely inefficient and ineffective
way to stimulate these light-sensitive tissues.
Additionally, inadequate or unnatural light intensity
adversely affects fish health. Bright spots can can
cause crowding and stress. Sidewelling light is not
natural for fish vision. The Evolve system however
projects direct, downward focused light and gives
nuanced lighting control to work with these sensitive
and naturally evolved thresholds. Target your fish
more efficiently and more effectively with lighting
designed for their unique biology. After all, fish
evolved under the sun, not beside it.

Pineal gland

Your operation.
Your unique
lighting setup.
Every facility is different. So we
designed Evolve to work with your
production style and scale.
Setup 1. Integrated Control Options
Want DALI to plug into your existing Scada? No
problem. Want 0-10V all controlled from your own
PLCs ? Done. Need us to put the electronics in for
you? You’ve got it. See your true lighting potential
with seamless integration and optimisation within your
existing system.
• Complete Compatibility with your PLC or Scada
• 0-10V, PWM, DALI or other dimming signal
integration
• All lights available with either 1-100% dimming or
10-100% with dim to off.
• Wired or wireless remote control support
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Setup 2. Built-in Photoperiod Control
with Sunbot
Make your perfect sunrise and sunset with Evolve
Sunbot, your autonomous photoperiod controller.
You decide how bright and how long your day is with
simple, powerful control per tank. Sunbot takes care of
the lighting programming so you can take care of your
fish.
• Natural sun rise and set emulation with 30 minute
soft start and stop
• Set maximum light output of 0-100% in 10%
increments
• Set day length of 6-24 hours in 2 hour increments
• Simple, powerful control per tank
• Set and forget controls

Superior service.
Unmatched support.

Sometimes aquaculture can be
unpredictable. But it helps to know
you’re supported by dependable
service and superior spare parts
availability.
Expert advice. Global support.
This is where you can count on Planet Lighting’s
proven 100 year record in unmatched customer
service. We think it’s our best product and it comes
free with every dealing with us. Whether it’s expert
advice in the field, or our well supported distributor
network, you can be sure that if the lights go off, the
service stays on..

Spare parts: available when you
need them.
We look after our distributors, so they can look after
you. We ensure a ready stock of high quality spares are
available when you need them.
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A lighting design
optimised for your
facility can be made
from any combination
of underwater Pod and
overhead LED lights.

Evolve range and
technical data

Model

Pod

Pod 300

Pod 600

Overhead LED

Underwater

Underwater

Underwater

Overhead

150W

300W

600W

50W–720W options

90–305V AC

90–305V AC

90–305V AC

90–305V AC

LED

LED

LED

LED

1

2

4

16–192

120

120

120

60–140 options

colour temp. (K°)

6500 K, Green

6500 K, Green

6500 K, Green

5000 K

Luminous flux (lm)

Up to 22,200

Up to 42,000

Up to 84,000

7600 - 106,000
options

Service life L70 (hrs)

> 36,000

> 36,000

> 36,000

> 36,000

Weight without cable

700g

2.4kg

2.4kg

4.1–13.8kg

70mm x 80mm

125mm x 100mm

125mm x 100mm

95x360x300mm to
650x680x395mm

Marine alloy

Marine alloy

Marine alloy

Powder-coated
steel

Lighting Type
Power consumption
Operating voltage
Light source
Number of Chips
Beam Angle

Size: width x height
Materials used
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The time to
evolve is now
Get your facility equipped and ready
for the next generation of aquaculture.
Contact your nearest distributor or see
our website for more information at
www.planetlighting.com

Evolve Focus
Sea Cage Light
Have more questions?

Planet Lighting and our global network
have the knowledge and expertise to
answer your questions. The time to
evolve your aquaculture is now.
Call your distributor today.

Distributors:
South America | Chile
Digital Blue Spa
Edificio Central Lake
Santa Rosa 575 Of.48
Puerto Varas, Chile
Teléfono: +56 9 9219 4536
www.digitalblue.cl

North America | Canada
Powerserve Energy Ltd.
Unit #8 1040 9th Ave Campbell River
BC V9W 4C2 Canada
Phone: +1 250 830 1563
www.powerserve.ca

Scandinavia | Norway
Ahlsell Norge AS
Phone: +47 91 57 59 65
www.ahlsell.no
JM Hansen AS
Ærfuglveien 3a
9015 Tromsø, Norway
Phone +47 77 66 55 00
www.jmhansen.no

Western Europe | Scotland
Ace Aquatec
Camperdown Street
Dundee DD1 3JA Scotland
Phone: +44 13 8222 9842
www.aceaquatec.com

Oceania | Australia
Planet Lighting
2 Tamarind Drive Bellingen NSW 2454 Australia
Phone: +61 2 6659 5600
www.planetlighting.com
Undersea Lighting
Hobart
Phone: +61 418 123 946

www.planetlighting.com
info@planetlighting.com

